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Faculty of Education and Business Studies
Akademin för utbildning och ekonomi

SYLLABUS

Commercial Law II: Company Law and Insolvency Law 15 cr
Handelsrätt II: Bolags- och obeståndsrätt 15 hp

Set by Board of Business Administration

Version
Set at Valid from

5/27/09 VT2009

4/8/11 VT2011

Level G1F

Education level First cycle

Course identifier JU212B

Credits 15 cr

Main field of study Not defined

Subject group Law and Legal Studies

Disciplinary domain Law 100.0 %

Learning outcomes On completion of the course, the student should, within the field of the course:
-  have knowledge of, and the ability to use, legal methods that are relevant for the legal fields
included in the course,
-  have knowledge of association law,
-  have knowledge of obligation law,
-  have knowledge of legislation etc concerning property crimes,
-  have advanced knowledge of company law,
-  have advanced knowledge of insolvency law.

Course content The course deals with different types of business entities, focusing on the fundamental main
features: creditor protection and minority protection. The consequences of distraint and
bankruptcy are brought up, as well as the possibilities creditors have of protecting themselves
against negative effects in case an opposite party becomes insolvent Property crime is
discussed, particularly such crimes that are committed against a company, its owner or its
creditors for example in an insolvency position. The legal principles concerning various types
of promissory notes are discussed and put in a larger context. Other subjects discussed in the
course are company reconstruction (including deeds of arrangement) and debt relief.

Teaching Teaching may take place in the form of lectures, group work, seminars, written assignments
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and mock shareholder's meetings. The course can also be given as an online course. In that
case, teaching takes place via a platform for distance learning.

Prerequisites Introduction to Commercial Law, 15 HE credits.

Examination Examination takes place in the form of written examination, accomplished written
assignments and active participation during seminars. For the online course, active
participation on written assignments is furthermore required and also active participation in
group discussions via the the platform for distance learning.

Grade A, B, C, D, E, Fx, F

Limitations Grade F stands for failed, meaning that a new test is required.
Grade Fx implies that an existing assignment needs to be supplemented in order to pass (no
higher than grade E can be achieved with this procedure).  With grade Fx, the student should
request supplementation within two weeks after the Fx decision. If this request is not made
within the time stated, the student will have to complete a new examination, which may only
be done provided place is available at a forthcoming examination.  If the student has taken an
examination after an Fx decision, the possibility of supplementary qualification lapses.

Sustainable
environment

A minor part of the course content deals with sustainable development.

Module 
0010   Written examination 15 cr Grade: AF


